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The veracity of information spreading through social media can sometimes
be hard to establish and the deliberate or accidental spread of false informa-
tion, especially during natural disasters or emergencies, is quite common [2]. We
coined the term phemes to describe fast spreading memes which are enhanced
with truthfulness information. The PHEME project (http://www.pheme.eu) at-
tempts to identify in real-time four kinds of phemes: controversy, speculation,
misinformation and disinformation. This brings challenges in modelling the so-
cial network spread of and the online conversations around phemes; developing
rumour detection methods; and using historical data to model trustworthiness
of the information source.

To detect such phemes automatically, large volumes of user-generated content
need to be analysed quickly, yet complex real-time analytics are a major out-
standing challenge. The PHEME FP7 project aims to model, identify, and verify
phemes as they spread across media, languages, and social networks. Modelling
is based on the information content of the posts, the reputation of the originating
information sources (if known), the information diffusion pattern, similarities to
historical data, and temporal dynamics.

The rest of this abstract describes what is to be presented at ESWC.
Ontological Models of Rumours: PHEME is building a new ontology

to model veracity, misinformation, social and information diffusion networks,
rumours, disputed claims and temporal validity. It draws a distinction between
content authors, receivers, and diffusers. This includes modelling the temporal
validity of statements (e.g. Lenin was born in the Soviet Union vs. in Russia)
and lexicalisations (e.g. Kaliningrad vs. Konigsberg), based on work on adding
temporal arguments to RDF triples.

New Rumour Annotated Datasets: In the first project year we also an-
notated sets of tweets [3] pertaining to major events, such as the Ferguson unrest,
a shooting in Ottawa, Charlie Hebdo, etc. Journalists from SwissInfo chose those
events, since amongst the factually correct tweets there were many rumours too.
A new annotation scheme was designed and first piloted with journalists and
other users within the project. In order to scale up the annotation, we also used
paid-for crowdsourcing.

Detecting Misinformation: Being able to detect which tweets agree, dis-
agree, or question a given pheme can reveal important information regarding a
rumour. For instance, false rumours tend to have significantly larger percentage



of tweets rejecting the rumour than true stories. Consequently automatic esti-
mation of collective trust in a circulating pheme can be a good proxy for its
truthfulness. Since rumours have some shared and some individual character-
istics, both supervised and unsupervised domain adaptation is considered and
rumour predictions are made on the basis of other annotated rumours. Features
are derived from the information content of the individual tweets, user profiles,
and diffusion patterns.

Trustworthiness and Rumour Diffusion: Information diffusion plays a
crucial role in a range of phenomena, including the spread of rumours within
and between social networks. Tracking information flow in implicit networks is a
more challenging task because it involves: identifying identical information units;
determining when this information was published; tracking the flow within this
network; and inferring the implicit diffusion network. Implicit networks created
by dialogue can also be found over explicit social networks such as Twitter. For
example, those contributing to a hashtag conversation are not bound by explicit
links such as follower or friend relations, but instead cause information to diffuse
among those interested in that topic.

In the second project year PHEME will also be working on models of trust-
worthiness of the information source (e.g. tweet authors), based on historical
data, as well as account-specific information (e.g. user profile description, age of
the account, social connections). User privacy will be respected, firstly by us-
ing only public social media posts and profile information, and secondly, by not
making these individual models public, but using them in aggregate as features
for the veracity classification algorithms.

Applications: PHEME is prototyping an open-source digital journalism
tool, to support the cross-linking, verification, analysis, and visualisation of ve-
racity, operating across media and languages. This will be based on the open-
source Ushahidi platform. In such context, spatio-temporal knowledge plays an
important role [1]. A key challenge is to identify the regionality of events (e.g.,
neighbourhood, city, or country level).

The second use case is health-related, e.g. identifying controversies around
certain drugs or treatments or spread of medical misinformation.
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